4th Nordic Conference in Nursing Research

Science Writing Competition - Excellent Nursing Research

Nordic Nursing Research

To recognise outstanding scientific nursing studies written by nursing researchers’ the journal Nordic Nursing research for the first time is running a Science Writing Competition and invite you to submit your article.

All science articles submitted must be previously unpublished and no longer than 5000 words. We are looking for excellent academic, original work with a powerful nursing voice. The competition is open to international and Nordic entries. Articles must be written in clear and concise English. The author guidelines must be followed and in the cover letter, the author must state participation in the competition. All article will be judged by a scientific committee to ensure scientific accuracy and accessibility to an interested nursing audience.

The Science Writing Competition opens on March 20th 2019 and closes on November 20th 2019. Eligibility and author guidelines is to be found at https://mc04.manuscriptcentral.com/uf-sygepleje.

Winning articles will be announced at the 4th Nordic Conference in Nursing Research, 2020, 16-18 June in Copenhagen and published online in Nordic Nursing Research vol. 10, no.2, 2020. The winning article will receive an award at the conference.